11.20 am Friday 31st July 2020
In Wales.
So from 3rd August eating food & drink indoors.
Gyms open from 10th August.
Kids under 11 don't have to social distance.
Soon you can meet in a group of 30 outside.
In England from 1st August you can have an indoor wedding with 30 people, but Wales is
outside.
In 2 weeks Mr D may consider indoor wedding receptions.
Well Mr D, in 2 weeks I might consider paying any money that you may be due!
And to top it all our midday announcement seems to clash with Boris, who seems to be
removing some of his rules.
Oh well, put Boris and Mark together and the best tag team wrestlers or comedy duo ever.
I'll be back soon once I've put my head round the Uni Degree required, to understand the
rules, that are due to be announced yet seem to be in the paper the day before.
Bit like you are doing your o'levels (yes I'm that old) on Monday but we might tell you what
the questions might be before hand!!
Then try explaining to customers and staff what it means.
Michael
12.15
Boris is doing a session.
You know you were going to be able to have a wedding reception in England from tomorrow
for 30 people..to eat...(as above)
Well all the English restrictions that were set for tomorrow...well they are off.
Virus is rising for the first time since May.
"Squeeze that break pedal in order to keep the virus under control"
Postponing changes until at least 15th August.
"WEDDING RECEPTIONS OF UP TO 30 PEOPLE WILL NOT BE PERMITTED"

CEREMONIES CAN TAKE PLACE, ON LINE WITH COVID SECURE GUIDELINES.
Leisure Centre and Casino opening postponed.
Shielding is still paused which is good as I can see my parents in Devon, who I haven't seen
since February.
Face masks in most places from 8th August.
"Behave safely or we may need to go further, if we all follow the rules wash our ✋ wear our
😷 and keep our distance"
Thats how we will avoid going back to a national lockdown.
12.22
HANDS FACE SPACE
Hmm put your left leg in.....
12.30
In comes Mark.
The virus is in decline in Wales...but it has not gone away.
Keep your distance, wash your hands, wear a mask.
3 week cycle.
Wk1 - 3rd August Monday Pubs/Bars Cafes open indoors. Wedding CEREMONIES indoors
YES but outdoor restrictions MAY be relaxed by 15th August (so only possibly a small
wedding) if so I think September will be good!!
Kids under 11 no longer need to social distance (but don't come near me)
Wk2 10th August - swimming pools, gyms and leisure centres and kids play area.
Wk3 meeting people indoors? From August 15th more chances to do so "this is one of the
most difficult areas as risk of transmission from indoors"
We will see what we may be able to do over the next 3 weeks.
"Small minority are NOT doing as is required and we will take action to those ignoring the
rules in Wales"
It may well be those who ignore the rules are those preventing weddings going ahead!!... i
said that not him.

Our chief medical has said that as its nice weather outdoors take advantage of getting safely.
"There is a risk that having these reviews every 3 weeks confuses people" and people in
wales are used to this.
He says plan first then announce....if that's the case why was it on the news yesterday....can't
people keep secrets...
Best Wishes
Michael

